
What to Do in August 2022 
 

By Kim Kleman, Master Gardener Volunteer with Cornell Cooperative Extension of Westchester County. 
 

August 7 
 
Perennials: Divide daylilies if the clumps have become dense and have borne few flowers this season. 
Daylilies are easy to transplant, even in warm weather, but it is best to avoid moving them in extreme heat. 
Divide them in late summer or fall after they have finished blooming. 
 
Flowers: Support asters, mums and other fall-blooming plants that have not yet been staked, and those that have 
come untied and are beginning to flop. To prevent girdling. always use a loose knot to tie plants directly onto 
stakes. Continue to plant seeds that naturally self-sow at this time: biennials such as foxglove, short lived 
perennials such as columbine and dianthus, and annuals such as gloriosa daisy and Johnny jump ups that will 
flower next year. 
 
Fruits and Vegetables: Continue to keep up with harvest in the vegetable garden. Some vegetables such as 
beans and squash may slow or stop production if their fruit matures. If you will be away, arrange for someone to 
continue the harvest, enjoy or donate the produce, and water if needed. Pick up and destroy fallen apples weekly 
now through harvest. Apple maggot larvae develop within the fruit and removing those that drop may reduce 
the potential for maggot injury next year. Continue to harvest blackberries and other fruit that do not hold up 
well on the plants once they are ripe. 
 
Trees and Shrubs: Wait several weeks or until the weather begins to cool to plant or transplant trees and 
shrubs. It’s too hot, and they might not survive the stress. Fall planted trees and shrubs do best when they have 6 
to 8 weeks to settle in before a hard freeze. Do some research now to find the best plants for the site. Contact 
your local Cooperative Extension for advice. 
 
Lawns: Many unirrigated lawns turned brown during our parched July. If the lawn is brown and dormant, stay 
off it. The browned grass will give way to green when rain returns. Watch for areas where weeds arise. As the 
grass starts to regrow and rain returns in cooler weather, make a note to check where the lawn may be thin and 
should be reseeded.  
 
Houseplants: Do the houseplants look tired and yellow or uncharacteristically reddish? Most houseplants 
prefer some shade from the summer sun, especially those that spend the summer outdoors. Too much light can 
bleach leaves, causing them to look whitish green or yellowed. Excess light and heat can promote reddening 
and is a sign of stress. Move stressed plants to a shadier spot and maintain even soil moisture, checking daily. 
Avoid fertilize stressed plants. Wait until they develop normal leaves and resume growth before fertilizing 
according to label directions.  
 
General: Keep an eye out for the invasive spotted lanternfly. Nymphs and adults may be active now. This 
invasive pest is spreading from Pennsylvania, where it was originally found, to other states in the Mid-Atlantic, 
New England, and recently as far as Indiana and North Carolina. The spotted lanternfly has been confirmed in 
all boroughs of New York City, some areas in the Hudson Valley, Long Island, and the Southern Tier. To learn 
more about the impact of this invasive pest, including how to spot and report any lanternflies you may find, see 



https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-pests/spotted-lanternfly/  and  
https://agriculture.ny.gov/spottedlanternfly 

August 14 
 

Perennials: Have some perennials dropped their lower leaves and developed “bare legs”? Make a note to plant 
a shorter type of perennial in front of them this fall to hide the bare stems. Alternatively, plan to move them 
next spring to a spot where the stems won’t show, or have extra annuals on hand next year as a cover-up. If you 
don’t have room to squeeze in another plant, consider swapping it out for a perennial that will keep its leaves. 
 
Flowers: Time to freshen up hanging annual flower baskets and window boxes if you haven’t done that 
recently. Cut back leggy stems, fertilize plants if needed according to label directions, and you’ll be rewarded 
with new growth and blooms.   
 
Fruits and Vegetables: Keep up with the harvest. If some crops are looking tired and producing less, and there 
isn’t enough time to plant a succession of the same type, consider a cover crop now or planting fall vegetables 
such as carrots, greens, radishes and turnips in a few weeks. The invasive spotted lanternfly is attracted to grape 
vines and may also be found on fruit trees such as apples. Keep an eye out for this invasive pest. Nymphs and 
adults may be active now. To learn more about the impact of this invasive pest, including how to spot and report 
any lanternflies you may find, see https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-
pests/spotted-lanternfly/  and  https://agriculture.ny.gov/spottedlanternfly   
 
Trees and Shrubs: Resist the urge to prune woody plants in hot weather. Leaves and stems that were shaded by 
growth above may burn if exposed to the strong sun. It’s also best to wait until spring because late pruning can 
cause growth that doesn’t harden off before winter. Early flowering trees and shrubs are generally pruned right 
after they flower. Most trees and shrubs that flower on new wood are best pruned from late winter into spring 
before the buds swell. 
 
Lawns: During times of high heat and dry soil, stay off the lawn and do as little as possible. Take a break in the 
shade with plenty of  hydration to cool the gardener too! 
 
Houseplants: Vacationing these last few weeks of summer? Don’t forget to ask someone to water the plants.  
 
General: Many home composting piles don’t get hot enough to kill weed seed heads or runners. (That means 
that if you throw these in the pile and then use the compost in the gardens, weeds may sprout galore.) Dispose 
of seedy weeds and other weedy propagules in paper lawn and leaf bags for municipal brush recycling, where 
they will fully decompose in a hot composting process. 
 

August 21 
 
Perennials: You can start dividing bearded iris, a task that may be needed every three or four years. Discard 
any old center parts or those gnawed by iris borers. When you replant, make sure the tops of rhizomes sit just 
below ground level. The plants will adjust the depth of their rhizomes as they become established, but planting 
them too deeply can interfere with future blooming.  
 
Flowers: Order bulbs at the nearest opportunity, before popular colors and varieties are sold out. 
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Fruits and Vegetables: Continue to harvest vegetables at their peak. To prevent weeds, thinly mulch bare spots 
in the garden until it is cool enough to plant a fall or cover crop. Continue to pick peaches, plums and cane fruit. 
Begin to harvest ripe apples, pears and grapes. and watch for the invasive spotted lanternfly. Adults may be 
feeding on fruit trees and vines and laying eggs. This invasive pest is spreading from Pennsylvania, where it 
was originally found, to other states in the Mid-Atlantic, New England, and recently as far as Indiana and North 
Carolina. The spotted lanternfly has been confirmed in all boroughs of New York City, some areas in the 
Hudson Valley, Long Island, and the Southern Tier. To learn more about the impact of this invasive pest, 
including how to spot and report any lanternflies you may find, see 
https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-pests/spotted-lanternfly/  and  
https://agriculture.ny.gov/spottedlanternfly 
 
Trees and Shrubs: Newly planted trees and shrubs are especially vulnerable to heat and stress from lack of 
moisture. Apply an inch of water weekly, inclusive of rainfall. In extreme heat with no rainfall, it’s a good idea 
to check trees and shrubs established this year twice weekly that the soil is moist (but not soggy), and water as 
necessary. Those planted within the last 2 or 3 years should be monitored weekly. Most roots that absorb water 
and nutrients are in the top 6 to 12 inches of soil. Resist the urge to fertilize the plantings, especially those that 
are wilting or have leaves with brown edges or tips. Fertilizing now can burn the roots and make matters worse. 
 
Lawns: If the grass is barely growing now, don’t feel compelled to mow it. 
 
Houseplants: Houseplants should move indoors long before you feel the need to turn on the heat. Before you 
move the plants indoors, gradually wean them from the great outdoors. Move their pots to a shadier spot outside 
for a few days. Check for pests that might hitchhike indoors and take care of them before you bring them inside. 
Contact your local Cooperative Extension for management advice. 
 
General: Scorch is a common problem in hot, dry weather. (One sign: Leaves that have brown edges or tips. 
Uncharacteristic reddish or yellowing leaves are another sign.) Wilting plants that don’t perk up at night need to 
be watered promptly. Be on the lookout and water plants as needed; stressed plants are more susceptible to 
disease and pests. Water in the early morning, so any foliage accidentally sprayed can dry before dark to help 
prevent the spread of plant diseases. Avoid overwatering that could promote root rot.  
 

August 28 
 
Perennials: You can start dividing many spring blooming perennials. Contact your local Cooperative Extension 
for best methods. Peonies may not need to be transplanted or moved for years, if at all.  If you’d like to increase 
a favorite variety or give some away, this is a good time for dividing peonies for propagation. You can also 
order and plant more at this time. Set “eyes” so they settle in no deeper than one to two inches, or flowering 
may be poor.  
 
Flowers: For nice color this fall, plant late-season annuals such as ornamental cabbage and kale. 
 
Fruits and Vegetables: You can plant seeds now of late-harvest veggies such as beets, broccoli, carrots, 
cauliflower and turnips. Extend those salad days into autumn by planting chard, kale, lettuce and spinach seeds 

https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-pests/spotted-lanternfly/
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as the weather cools this month and next. (Spinach may germinate better if you refrigerate seeds for a week 
before you plant them.) 
 
Trees and Shrubs: To make sure there’s enough time for roots to establish before winter, plant or transplant 
evergreens as cooler days arrive, through mid-October. Water the planting hole few days before you do the 
planting. At planting, form a low berm of soil around the perimeter of the planting hole to trap water and 
promote establishment. Plan to rake out or remove the berm before freezing weather arrives to prevent ice 
buildup around tree trunks and stems of shrubs. 
 
Lawns: If the lawn contains less than 50% desirable turf grasses, consider a renovation when the weather 
begins to cool. Alternatively, if the weeds are low-growing are attractive in bloom, establish 2 week mowing 
intervals at a height of 3½ to 4 inches to provide floral resources for pollinators. Late August through early 
October is the best time to seed a lawn (including bare patch repair). Get a soil test if you haven’t had one in a 
few years, dig up dead patches, level low areas, and incorporate organic matter or other amendments if 
indicated by the test.  
 
Houseplants: Shape and prune houseplants as you get them ready to bring them back inside. While you’re at it, 
check carefully for insect pests. Contact your local Cooperative Extension for management advice. 
 
General: Continue to weed. Late summer and early fall are especially key times to remove a host of weeds such 
as bindweed and curly dock, which set seeds this time of year. While you’re outside, keep an eye out for the 
spotted lanternfly. Adults may be laying eggs on many surfaces and types of objects now. Inspect objects before 
transporting them elsewhere. This invasive pest is spreading from Pennsylvania, where it was originally found, 
to other states in the Mid-Atlantic, New England, and recently as far as Indiana and North Carolina. The spotted 
lanternfly has been confirmed in all boroughs of New York City, some areas in the Hudson Valley, Long Island, 
and the Southern Tier. To learn more about the impact of this invasive pest, including how to spot and report 
any lanternflies you may find, see https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-
pests/spotted-lanternfly/  and  https://agriculture.ny.gov/spottedlanternfly 
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